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Summer Lip Color with NUDESTIX 

 
 

Cruelty Free Lip and Cheek Balm 
If you are on the hunt for a fabulous, straightforward approach to makeup, then look no 
further than NUDESTIX. This cruelty free brand has made crayons fun again for the 
makeup loving gal, by having a simple to use collection for eyes, lips and face. 
NUDESTIX hits the mark with on trend looks, while keeping makeup easy and natural 
looking. The latest product they released is their NUDESTIX Gel Color Lip + Cheek 
Balm that’s got me craving more! 

 
Eight lip-enhancing colors that glide on silky 
smooth semi-gloss color,with perfect timing to 
create new, fresh Summer looks. I actually have 
a couple colors in my arsenal already and have 
been using them frequently because they allow 
for a pulled together – “but not too much” look 
with its balmy look and feel. The color stays 
longer on the lips than a typical lip balm, and 
serves a secondary purpose as a cheek color. I 
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personally don’t use these for cheek color, but for those who like multi-purpose makeup 
this is a great way to cut down on clutter. 
 
The formula of these gel based crayons are made to moisturize with a unique blend of 
plant based lipids that keep lips healthy and supple. Vitamin E acts as the main 
antioxidant serving to protect the delicate skin of the lips. 
 

The two colors swatched here 
are Posh and Rebel. Posh is described as a 
plum nude with a slight metallic sheen to it. 
Rebel is more of a barbie pink. Out of these 
two, Rebel shows up better on my lips and 
gives them the perfect wet but not sticky-
glossy look. You can find all the colors at 
your local Sephora. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Each NUDESTIX is housed in a cute, 
collectible mirrored tin with a sharpener 
included that makes traveling with your 
makeup kit clean and accessible. Forget 
dragging a dirty makeup bag around! Why 
bother when you can fit a lip crayon, 
eyeliner and shadow, contour and highlight 
and blemish stick all in a tin or two without 
powders exploding or caps coming off 
traditional lipsticks. Clean and compact is 
what it’s all about. 
 
 
 

To find out more about NUDESTIX you can visit their website or follow them 
onInstagram, Facebook or Twitter for daily tips and new releases. 
	

http://www.mybeautybunny.com/summer-lip-color-nudestix/	


